CLASSIC
GINS
G I N S E R V E GS includes 25ml serving only.
P E R F E C T S E R V E PS includes 50ml serving, mixer and garnish.

TANQUERAY ........................................................

GS

PS

£3 .00 | £7.50

Big, zesty, citrus top notes. Perfect all-rounder - ABV40%

TANQUERAY N O 10 . . ..............................................

£4 .50 | £10 .50

Exceptional small batch gin. Smooth texture with bright, clean citrus notes - ABV47%

MARTIN MILLER . . ................................................

£3 .50 | £8 .50

Crisp, full citrus flavour with a clean, smooth finish - ABV 40%

MILLER WEST. STRENGTH..................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Perfectly balanced with a more pronounced juniper profile from a higher ABV.
Smooth with citrus and spicy - ABV 45%

PORTOBELLO ROAD . . ..........................................

£3 .00 | £7.50

Old-style London Dry Gin. Traditional botanicals and spices - ABV 42%

BOMBAY SAPHIRE...............................................

£3 .00 | £7.50

A light and crisp London Dry, with a warm peppery finish - ABV 40%

SIPSMITH............................................................

£3 .50 | £8 .50

Blended with the exceptionally pure water of Lydwell spring, the source of the River Thames.
Bursting with juniper and zesty, citrus freshness - ABV 41.6%

SLOANE’S.. ...........................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Dry Dutch style gin with flavours of bitter orange, vanilla and liquorice - ABV 40%

HAYMAN’S OLD TOM...........................................
A sweeter, old-fashioned gin with ginger and juniper spice - ABV 40%

£4 .00 | £9 .50

SPICED GINS
G I N S E R V E GS includes 25ml serving only.
P E R F E C T S E R V E PS includes 50ml serving, mixer and garnish.

BATHTUB.............................................................

GS

PS

£3 .50 | £8 .50

Made using the method of cold compounding. The result is extraordinarily bold
and perfumed - ABV 43.3%

OPHIR . . ................................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Spiced with cardamom, pepper and cubebs. Intense ginger and oriental spice on the palate - ABV 40%

WHITLEY NEILL..................................................

£3 .00 | £7.50

Classic London Dry infused with a host of African botanicals including ‘the tree of life’
- ABV 43%

ELEPHANT...........................................................

£5 .00 | £11 .50

Rare, hand-selected African botanicals create a truly unique taste. 15% of proceeds
from this gin go to Elephant conservation charities in Africa - ABV 45%

JAWBOX...............................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Robust Irish Gin with hints of orange, black pepper and cardamom - ABV 43%

GUNPOWDER.......................................................

£4 .50 | £10 .50

Fresh citrus flavours complemented by green tea and subtle star anise - ABV 43%

BOBBY’S..............................................................
A stunning gin comprised of traditional botanicals and Indonesian spices. Juicy orange,
fragrant lemongrass and cloves to taste - ABV 42%

£5 .00 | £11 .50

SPICED GINS

GS

EAST LONDON LIQUOR CO.................................

PS

£4 .00 | £9 .50

A rich, creamy gin, complemented by the subtle spice of cardamom and cubeb pepper
- ABV 40%

BROOKLYN..........................................................

£4 .50 | £10 .50

Hand-cracked juniper berries & fresh citrus peels. Floral & citrus notes - ABV 40%

INVERROCHE AMBER..........................................

£5 .50 | £12 .50

Earthy spice notes from South African botanicals balance wonderfully with fresh citrus.
- ABV 43%

HOUSE GIN
PLYMOUTH................................................... £3 .00
Made at the historic Black Friars Distillery in the Devon town.
Dry and smooth with strong citrus - ABV 41.2%

SHOW SOME

A DD A

Mixer & Garnish
for only

£2 .00

OF Y O U R C HO I C E

| £7.50

SCOTTISH
GINS
G I N S E R V E GS includes 25ml serving only.
P E R F E C T S E R V E PS includes 50ml serving, mixer and garnish.

EDINBURGH GIN.. ................................................

GS

PS

£3 .50 | £8 .50

Milk thistle and heather give this gin its distinctive creamy texture - ABV 43%

BOTANIST. . ..........................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Scottish whisky giants Bruicladdich bring you a compelling gin blended with 31 botanicals.
Crisp and clean with menthol overtones - ABV 46.0%

CAORUNN............................................................

£3 .50 | £8 .50

Quadruple-distilled for sublime smoothness. Crisp and aromatic with a long, dry finish
- ABV 41.8%

HENDRICKS. . .......................................................

£3 .50 | £8 .50

Scotland’s most exported gin. Enjoyed with classic cucumber garnish - ABV 41.4%

STIRLING . . ...........................................................

£5 .00 | £11 .50

The Whisky drinkers gin - infused with Scottish nettles and basil - ABV 43%

JINZU...................................................................

£3 .50 | £8 .50

East meets West in this award winning blend of juniper and sake. Luxurious, creamy
mouth feel with cherry blossom and yuzu - ABV 41.3%

PICKERINGS 1947................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Pickering’s gin recipe recorded in India in 1947. Well-rounded with plenty of citrus and
subtle spice - ABV 42%

SHETLAND REEL.................................................
Distilled on the northernmost inhabited island in Scotland, Unst. Traditional in
style with the addition of local apple mint giving a Shetland twist. - ABV 43%

£4 .50 |£10 .50

SCOTTISH

GINS

EDEN MILL..........................................................

GS

PS

£5 .00 | £11 .50

Juniper and coriander perfectly balanced by the tangy Sea Buckthorn berry - ABV 42%

EDEN MILL LOVE.. ...............................................

£5 .00 | £11 .50

A subtle yet complex gin. Floral and berry flavours come to the fore - ABV 42%

OCEAN SENT. . ......................................................

£4 .50 |£10 .50

Bladderwrack Seaweed brings out the coastal flavour in Shetland’s second gin, with higher
ABV raising the juniper notes too - ABV 49%

DAFFY’S...............................................................

£4 .50 |£10 .50

Premium Scottish gin with Lebanese mint creating a fresh, clean taste with woody
undertones - ABV 43.4%

KIRKJUVAGR........................................................

£5 .00 | £11 .50

An ‘unmistakably Orcadian’ gin made with locally grown Rose, Angelica and Borage
- ABV 43%

ROCK ROSE.........................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

The pride of Caithness, distilled with rowan berries, sea buckthorn, blaeberries, verbena
and of course the Rock Rose - ABV 41.5%

ROCK ROSE NS....................................................

£5 .00 | £11 .50

The bumped up ABV brings intense pine freshness, earthy herbaceous elements and the
floral blaeberry - ABV 57%

PORTERS.............................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Juniper-forward with burts of fresh citrus and warming spice. Buddha’s hand adds a
unique fragrance and subtle citrus flavours - ABV 41.5%

PERSIE OLD TOM................................................

£5 .00 | £11 .50

Old-Tom style gin from Persie. Fragrant and nutty with juniper and biscuity
butterscotch - ABV 43%

GARDEN SHED. . ...................................................
Conceived in an actual garden shed in Glasgow’s West End. Locally foraged blackberries,
dandelion root and lavender give this gin a wonderful bouquet and a soft, rounded texture
- ABV 45%

£6 .00 | £13 .50

SCOTTISH

GINS

HARRIS................................................................

GS

PS

£5 .00 | £11 .50

Headed up with sugar kelp bringing sweetness and herbal flavours - ABV 45%

MAKAR . . ...............................................................

£3 .50 | £8 .50

Glasgow’s first gin. Big and bold like the city itself, with warming, peppery notes, bitter
orange and cinammon - ABV 43%

MCQUEEN............................................................

£5 .00 | £11 .50

Full-bodied juniper, followed up by vanilla pod, iris petals and fresh lemon peel - ABV 42%

ARBIKIE AK’S . . .....................................................

£4 .50 | £10 .50

Fresh honey sweetness balances with spicy black pepper, cardamom and mace - ABV 43%

ARBIKIE KIRSTY’S...............................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

A true farm-to-bottle gin. Distilled from potato spirit, Kirsty’s has a unique creamy
texture with floral notes from kelp, thistle and blaeberry - ABV 43%

NB GIN.................................................................

£3 .50 | £8 .50

Refreshing and smooth. Lemon on the nose with hints of cassia bark and grains of paradise
on the finish - ABV 42%

NB NAVY STRENGTH.. ..........................................

£6 .00 | £13 .50

A navy strength edition of NB’s award winning no-nonsense London Dry Gin - ABV 57%

BLACKWOODS.....................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

A crisp and floral Shetland gin, with meadow sweet and sea pink - ABV 40%

HILLS & HARBOUR . . ............................................

£4 .50 | £10 .50

Encapsulating the purity of Galloway’s unspoilt forests and coastline. Balanced and
vibrant with herbaceous depth from Noble Fir Pine and Bladderwrack Seaweed - ABV 40%

MISTY ISLE. . ........................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

A broody gin with plenty of depth from the Isle of Skye. Liquorice comes to the fore with subtle
peppery spice and waxy orange. Includes a secret ingredient only found on Skye! - ABV 41.5%

GILT.....................................................................
Distilled from 100% malted barley and water from the River Spey. A unique
Scottish gin with warming earthy notes - ABV 40%

£4 .50 | £10 .50

WEIRD &
WONDERFUL
GINS
G I N S E R V E GS includes 25ml serving only.
P E R F E C T S E R V E PS includes 50ml serving, mixer and garnish.

CUTLASS . . ............................................................

GS

PS

£6 .00 | £13 .50

Australian bush tomatoes, increased amount of coriander seed - ABV50%

YOUNG TOM........................................................

£6 .00 | £13 .50

Crafted using IPA Wash. Vapour infused with botanicals and barrel-aged for six weeks
- ABV 46%

CARDIFF DRY.. .....................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Herbal notes of fennel and rosemary paired with the floral sweetness of liquorice
and lemongrass - ABV 37.5%

DEATH’S DOOR...................................................

£5 .00 | £11 .50

A combination of 3 botanicals - juniper, coriander and fennel - creating a complex
spiced flavour - ABV 47%

BLUE MAGIC........................................................

£6 .00 | £13 .50

The colour-changing gin! Upfront ginger spice, giving way to a burst of strawberry
and raspberry sweetness - ABV 40%

ST.GEORGE. . ........................................................
Take a stroll through Sierra Nevada with strong notes of pine and Douglas fir - ABV 45%

£5 .00 | £11 .50

WEIRD & WONDERFUL GINS

FEW BREAKFAST.................................................

GS

PS

£5 .00 | £11 .50

Refreshing earl grey and citrusy bergamot - ABV 42%

YORKSHIRE TEA..................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

The Builders choice. Smooth and robust with flavours of Yorkshire tea - ABV 42%

LIMBECK.............................................................

£6 .00 | £13 .50

Bold and herbal with flavours of tarragon and ginger - ABV 45%

FOUR PILLARS BLOODY SHIRAZ.........................

£5 .00 | £11 .50

Incredible Australian gin made with Yarra Valley Shiraz grapes. Deep purple in colour
with a jammy texture. Juicy berries and deep spice on the palate - ABV 37.8%

BAKEWELL GIN . . ..................................................

£5 .50 | £12 .50

Floral with a hint of spice, leading to ground almonds and cherry jam - ABV 40%

ROKU...................................................................

£5 .00 | £11 .50

A complex yet clean and crisp Japanese gin, featuring yuzu citrus notes, exotic teas
and sansho pepper - ABV 43%

COPPER HEAD.....................................................
“The Alchemist’s Gin” - conceived in search for the ‘elixir of life’. Beautifully balanced
blend of just 5 botanicals - ABV 40%

£4 .50 | £10 .50

FRUITY
GINS
G I N S E R V E GS includes 25ml serving only.
P E R F E C T S E R V E PS includes 50ml serving, mixer and garnish.

BROCKMANS.......................................................

GS

PS

£3 .50 | £8 .50

Intensely smooth with rich fruity and floral notes - ABV 40%

EDINBURGH ELDERFLOWER . . .............................

£3 .00 | £7.50

Floral with fresh elderflowers - ABV 20%

EDINBURGH RASPBERRY....................................

£3 .00 | £7.50

Edinburgh gin, Perthshire raspberries and cane sugar - ABV 20%

EDINBURGH RHUBARB . . ......................................

£3 .00 | £7.50

Tart rhubarb, warming ginger and fragrant lemon zest - ABV 20%

SIBLING...............................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Vanilla and orange peel infused for a perfect balance. Sweet and smooth - ABV 42%

SIPSMITH SLOE.. .................................................

£3 .50 | £8 .50

Handmade sloe gin. Subtle, complex and bursting with flavour - ABV 29%

HOXTON..............................................................
An unconventional gin from London. Big, bold flavours of coconut and grapefruit
- ABV 40%

£3 .50 | £8 .50

FRUITY GINS

LONDON CUP. . .....................................................

GS

PS

£3 .00 | £7.50

Zesty and refreshing flavours of borage, lemon verbena and Early Grey tea; think
summer Pimms - ABV 29.5%

NORDES...............................................................

£5 .50 | £12 .50

Spectacular Spanish gin with flavours of raspberry, Albarino grapes and hibiscus
- ABV 40%

PINKSTER............................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Orange and Vanilla in the tastes with hints of tart Raspberry - ABV 37.5%

MOMBASA STRAWBERRY....................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Intensely smooth and vibrant. Juicy strawberries are the main attraction with juniper
and spice on the finish - ABV 37.5%

LIVERPOOL VALENCIAN ORANGE.......................

£4 .50 | £10 .50

Classic London dry with orange oil, light hints of spicy coriander and peppery juniper
- ABV 43%

WILLIAMS PINK GRAPEFRUIT. . ...........................

£4 .50 | £10 .50

Distilled with grapefruit, elderflower and pomelo peels. A fruity and refreshingly tart gin
- ABV 40%

MALFY.................................................................

£3 .50 | £8 .50

Italian lemons create a vibrant, refreshing and zesty gin. Lemon sherbet mouthfeel with
a big juniper hit - ABV 41%

BOE VIOLET.. .......................................................

£5 .00 | £11 .50

Infused with real violets for a delicate, floral gin with dark berry undertones - ABV 41.5%

BEEFEATER PINK................................................
The quintessential London Dry goes pink with this strawbery-infused addition to the
Beefeater range. Crisp, fruity and refreshing - ABV 37.5%

£3 .00 | £7.50

FLORAL
GINS
G I N S E R V E GS includes 25ml serving only.
P E R F E C T S E R V E PS includes 50ml serving, mixer and garnish.

DODDS................................................................

GS

PS

£6 .00 | £13 .50

Zingy citrus and floral notes backed up by a little cardamom heat. Honey adds a
sweet depth and silky mouthfeel - ABV 49.9%

BEEFEATER 24.....................................................

£3 .50 | £8 .50

Fragrant addition to the Beefeater range, with exotic teas and grapefruit - ABV 45%

AVIATION.. ...........................................................

£3 .50 | £8 .50

American Dutch-style gin. Distilled from rye and flavoured with lavender, anise,
sarsaparilla, orange peel and cardamom - ABV 42%

POTHECARY........................................................

£6 .00 | £13 .50

From the gorgeous county of Dorset. Lavander, mulberries and tilia flowers work
together to create a wonderfully aromatic bouquet - ABV 44.8%

MONKEY 47..........................................................

£6 .00 | £13 .50

An unusual Gin from the Black Forest in Germany. An impressive list of 47 botanicals
combine to create a flavour explosion, with pepper and citrus coming to the fore - ABV 47%

G’VINE FLORAISON.............................................
Limited edition French Gin distilled from Ugni Blanc grape spirit. Floral notes from
vine flowers leading to a zesty juniper and ginger kick - ABV 40%

£6 .00 | £13 .50

FLORAL GINS

SIR ROBIN OF LOCKSLEY....................................

GS

PS

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Named after Robin Hood. Elderflower & grapefruit, a real hero’s gin - ABV 40.5%

GIN MARE............................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Fabulous Spanish Gin inspired by Mediterranean flavours. Arbequina olive, rosemary,
thyme, basil and mandarin - ABV 42.7%

SILENT POOL......................................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Smooth and delicate gin from with Surrey with soothing hints of chamomile and honey
- ABV 42%

JJ WHITLEY ELDERFLOWER................................

£4 .00 | £9 .50

Hints of sweet citrus and cinnamon followed by the fresh floral bouquet of elderflower
- ABV 38.6%

BULLDOG............................................................

£3 .50 | £8 .50

A more floral take to London Dry with subtle lavender and poppy seed - ABV 40%

GIN SUL...............................................................

£6 .00 | £13 .50

Impressive German gin from Hamburg. Rich and herbaceous with flavours of rosemary,
lavender and citrus - ABV 43%

DINGLE................................................................
Super smooth and clean tasting gin. Fresh, floral character from unique Irish botanicals
- ABV 42.5%

£4 .50 | £10 .50

MIXERS &
GARNISH
MIXER

GARNISH

Franklin & Son’s Indian Tonic

Strawberry

Sage

Franklin & Son’s Lemon Tonic

Juniper

Liquorice Root

Mint

Dried Rose Petals

Fever Tree Tonic

Thyme

Chilli

Basil

Rhubarb

Blueberry

Lemon

Fever Tree Elderflower Tonic

Rosemary

Cucumber

Fever Tree Aromatic Tonic

Bramble

Orange

Fever Tree Lemonade

Lavender

Lime

Fever Tree Ginger Beer

Ginger

Cinnamon

Grapefruit

Apple

Pink Peppercorns

Coriander

Fever Tree Naturally Light
Fever Tree Mediterranean Tonic

Fever Tree Ginger Ale
1724 Tonic
Fentimans Indian Tonic
Fentimans Rose Lemonade
Fentimans Herbal Tonic
Schweppes Tonic
Schweppes Slimline Tonic

Mixer &
Garnish
ADD A

Schweppes Ginger Ale

OF YOUR CHOICE

Schweepes Ginger Beer

for only

£2 .00

GIN FLIGHTS
THE BOLD.........................................................

£28 .00 FOR TWO

Experience 3 unique gins that boldly stand out from the crowd, all paired perfectly
with mixers & garnishes.
DRUMSHANBO GUNPOWDER IRISH GIN - ABV 43%
BULLDOG LONDON DRY GIN - ABV 40%
ECCENTRIC YOUNG TOM - ABV 46%

THE BEAUTIFUL................................................

£28 .00 FOR TWO

You’ll feel so glamorous as you indulge in this beautiful collection of exquisite flavours!
MOMBASA CLUB STRAWBERRY GIN- ABV 37.5%
SHETLAND REEL OCEAN SENT GIN - ABV 49%
ARBIKIE KIRSTY’S GIN - ABV 43%

THE BEST..........................................................

£38 .00 FOR TWO

Because we know you only deserve the best. Experience our hand-picked favourites and
discover the finer things in life.
SHARISH BLUE MAGIC GIN - ABV 40%
BOBBY’S SCHIEDAM DRY GIN - ABV 42%
POTHECARY GIN - ABV 44.8%

SCOTTISH GIN FLIGHT.....................................
Over 70% of the gin consumed in the UK is made in Scotland. We invite you to try three
of our favourite locally produced Scottish gins.
MAKAR ORIGINAL DRY GIN - ABV 43%
JINZU GIN - ABV 41.3%
DAFFY’S GIN - ABV 43.4%

£24 .00 FOR TWO

RECEIVE ACCESS TO

Exclusive

EVENTS & OFFERS

MEMBERSHIP IS FREE!

EVERY GIN CLUB MEMBER WILL RECEIVE:
INVITATIONS TO EXCLUSIVE EVENTS, INCLUDING MEET THE
MAKERS, NEW GIN LAUNCHES & GIN MASTERCLASSES
PRIORITY BOOKING FOR BESPOKE GIN TASTINGS
BOOTH RESERVATION ACCESS
MEMBERS PRICING FOR GIN OF THE MONTH
EXCLUSIVE ACCESS TO LIMITED EDITION GINS
MEMBERS ONLY OFFERS THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

ASK YOUR BARTENDER
HOW TO JOIN!
OR VISIT US ONLINE AT BEGINGLASGOW.COM
AND SELECT GIN CLUB FROM OUR OFFERS.

